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'Economtcs

ECONOMICS IN ONE LESSON
by Henry Hazlitt
Henry Hazlitt
is the premier
elucidator of
economicprinciples.
On
virtually any
important
issue-from
international
trade deficits
to recession
cures, from
the minimum
wage to soakthe-rich tax
policies-a
matchless,
crystal-clear analysis awaits you. (218 Fages)
DH01B (SC)
lji9.95
DH41W Audio (5 90-min. tapes) $35.95

[C~N~MICS
IN~NE

lESSON

THE FAILURE OF THE "NEW
ECONOMICS": An Analysis of the
Keynesian Fallacies by Henry Hazlitt
Henry Hazlitt was the first economist to
speak out publicly against the rash of fallacies generated by John Maynard Keynes.
And while other critics have arisen in the
thirty years since its publication, this uncompromising book remains the supreme debunker of the Keynesian system. You will
find yourself referring to this superb work
time and again. (458 pages)
DH02B (SC)
$16.95

ECONOMIC SOPHISMS
by Frederic Bastiat
Introduction by Henry Hazlitt
These sparkling essays include the famous
petition by candlemakers for state protection
against "competition" from the sun. This is a
perfect companion to Henry Hazlitt's Economics in One Lesson. (291 pages)
DB20B (PB)
$11.95

THE PHILOSOPHIC STATE OF
ECONOMICS by Richard M. Salsman
Modem economics-says Mr. Salsman-is the
product of Kantian philosophy. He examines
today's three dominant schools: the Marxists,
the Consum.ptionists and the "New Classicals"~and shows why the field of economics
requires a sweeping change in its basic philosophic foundations. (90 min., with Q&A)
DS41C Audio
$12.95

EARLY AUSTRIAN ECONOMISTS
Narrated by Louis Rukeyser
The first two prominent figures in the Austrian school of economics, Carl Menger and
Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, are examined in
this unique narration. These tapes are an
impressively faithful representation of the
theories of two giants in the field of economics. (3 hrs.)
DR02W Audio (2-tape set)
$19.95

CRITIQUE OF .
,
INTERVENTIONISM
by Ll.ldwig von Mises
·
In a 1920s Germany, dominated

•. S!Frt'• von
bysoci~ismandfascism, ~udwig
M18es _was a lone vo1ce for

freedom. In this colle~tion of essays, written
in 1929, he systematically refutes the intellectuals who 'advocated various degrees of
government intervention in the economy. He
demonstrates how all "middle-of-the-road"
interventionisni leads ultmlately to the abolition of all private property._He argues that
· in the long 1'\qlonl¥ one 9f~o po~aible social
structures~ ~~m or capitalism.
.
. Mise8 cWiCiil~ ~ laW:Iiam ~d faaclam are~-~~~ and. lead
to the aJl]Jle ~..!'~ hia historical .
anal.ni4. o~
~ lack of a ·

:leJU:

nationalization of all private property.
, It is amazing how relevant these essays
are today. The advocates ofa "mixed economy''
are making the same arguments Mises refuted nearly 70 years ago. This book is valuable ammunition against their claims. (122
pages)
DM45B (SC)
$12.95

ALSO BY
LUDWIGVON MISES
HUMAN ACTION
Mises' magnum opus provides an economic
analysis of the virtues of laissez-faire that
is unsurpassed in depth and comprehensiveness. (907 pages)
DMOIA (HC)
$49.95

couiaten~~~~~~ bit view
on utilitarian~~)JjJJ~~ation8and

PLANNING FOR FREEDOM
DM07B (SC-280 pages)

insights are often bri\liailt. :
Misea shows how government regulation of pricq or production always fails to
improve the life of the citizenry. The failure
is blamed on whatever freedom still exists in
the economy, thus leading to more extreme
regulations. This chain of events.is broken
only when all the means of production are
owned by the state-i.e., socialism-or when
all regulations are abandoned-i.e., capitalism.
In his final two essays, Mises critiques
specific plans proposed by the intervention·
ists. He clearly shows how price controls or
credit intervention inevitably leads to the

BUREAUCRACY
DM05B (SC-128 pages)

$9.95

SOCIALISM
DM03B (SC-567 pages)

$10.95

THE THEORY OF MONEY AND
CREDIT
DM13B (SC-544 pages)
ECONOMIC FREEDOM AND
INTERVENTIONISM
DM04B (SC-250 pages)
OMNIPOTENT GOVERNMENT
DM01B (SC-291 pages)

$10.95

$10.95
$14.95
$11.95

'

The Rise of the Austrians
AUSTRIAN ECONOMICS: An
AntholoJn7 edited by Bettina Bien Greaves
This anthology is a history of the intellectual development of the Austrian, pro-capitalist school of economics. The essays depict
this school's early origins in the heroism of
one man, Carl Menger, working in the face
of apathy and ridicule; its expansion in the
hands of an intellectual giant and master
polemicist, Eugen Bohm-Bawerk; and finally, through the uncompromising efforts
of Ludwig von Mises, its broader explications, its attack on central planning and its
transportation to America.
The essays on Menger (1840-1921) explain how he overthrew the "labor theory of
value" held by the classical economists since
Adam Smith. Bohm-Bawerk's (1851-1914)
contributions, more briefly sketched, center
on his decisive refutation of Marx's "exploitation theory."
Mises (1881-1973) is given the most to
say in this volume. His essays are best when
they tell what Menger and Bohm-Bawerkand Mises himself-really accomplished
(rather than when they discuss his own dubious methodology and value-theory).
The great contribution of Mises is his
systematization of Austrian economics.

AUSTRIAN

ECONOMICS

Menger
and An Anthology
Bohm-Bawerk
laid the foundation
and
sketched some
of the early
blueprints-but
Mises,
after
making his own
additions, then
executed the
plans in dozens
ofbooks and articles, culminating in his two
masterworks, The Theory of Money and
Credit and Human Action. Mises kept real
economics alive in the 20th century.
The drawback to this volume is that it
conveys a more unified school-and unified
behind Mises-than really existed (particularly regarding basic methodology). Nonetheless, Austrian Economics is valuable
reading. It provides a unique focus on the
historical progression of this school. You will
be inspired as you learn about the rise and
growing influence of the only school of
thought in economics that has been unequivocally laissez-faire. (167 pages)
DG44B (SC)
$14.95

